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The author discusses the meth'Odological problems

facig researchers interested in studying black communication, some
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establishing the appropriate methodologies, developing a comtunity of
scholars, and developing methods of disseminating.informationr.the
development of the area of blaCk communication id also hampered to a
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reference to "black" communication calls attention to the fact that a
distinct cultUral group exists and that this grodpls communication is ,

substantially different from that of others. The author concludes E

that the researcher is faced=with',the problems 'of. (1) defining black
in a way that is consistent\with an attitude of mind rather than a r! e

. designation of race, (2) understanding that blacksare not simply a t,
,

negledted population that is ,either devoid of culture .ox ar 1
,

,, i

incotplete form of the "dominant" culture, and (3) developing
research methodologies that ardbaed upon primary assumptions that
are thesame as those supporting black communication. (W)
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In terms of being an area of study t at was ,neglected in the past

aid an area of 'study tha'is now Liz ding way into speech communication

.curricula,
the: students of B1c1.communication face many of the same

problems that are faced by students of intercultural communication.
. -

Problems related to research, training, and teaching abound in both

areas of study. While the study of Black communication faces the usual.

problems of obtaining primary resources, establishing appropriate

_methodologies, 'deve.oping a community of scholars,, developing methods

of disseminating 1..iormation, etc., the developMent of the area of Black

communication is also to a laige degree hampered by its intercultural.

dimension.

The very act of speaking of Black communication, as opposed to

simply speaking /of communication implies many of the factors that are

commonly thought of when one speaks of intercultural communication.

Specifically, a reference to Black communication calls attention to the fact

that A distinct cultural group exists, and the fact that the cultural group's

communication is substantially differently from non - Blanks. The perceived

intercultural dimension Of Black communication beComes even more clear

when we realize that the call for the study of Black communication came

out of a situation-in which Blacks and non-Blacks, particularly many of

those of the white race, were having .serious problems in termterms' ef

interacting with each other politically, physically,. and symbolically.

While the multi-faceted problemiof racism in North America, Europe,

and Africa is not nimply a proble of intercultural communication,

certainly some of the problems c be accounted fob' in these terms.
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It is maintained here that one of the many results of racism is that
. .. _

over a period of time the life experiences of the oppressor and the oppressed
. f

have become so divergent that communication between them can be tipught
:

of as an intercultural communication situation. However, the intercultural

dimension of tife situation is often missed because of the perceptual bias,'

dogma, and general ignorance that people have with regard to the oppressed.

For example, it is all too often-falsely assumed tt7;tc4sidence in America

and the speaking of English have resolved whatever cultural differences that

existed between Blacks and Whites. I believe that if researchers hold

false assumptions such as this one,then their attempt to study Black
,-communication will be a problem of intercultural communication. 'In

. /
addition to disspelling false assumptions, we must have a sound theoretical

and philosophical framework from which to work if we- "are to have progress

in Black communication researciii. Many of the problems of conducting

research, training, and teaching in Black communication stem from the

_absence of a sound conceptual framework. In their efforts to rapidly

develop the area of Black communication, would be researchers in this
. -

area have all too often failed to grasp the full implicatiori of ter fact that
. .

the very act of studying Black communication has intercultural
t

communication dimensions. One of the baiic ways in which this fact Is

iglored is by researchers desiring to begin' with the question of how to
.

conduct research in this area.

[.
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I have often been asked, "What.kind- studies ;should we be doing

,
rat this'time-in Bia-ck,coMmu-ni cation? That ip, do we need to conduct

experimental studied, historical studies, cate studies, or what? Should
N

we Use a behavioral science approach, or should we use a more intuitive i

approach?" In short, I receive quite a few queittions on how to conduct
- .

research in this area. I think that this immediate concern with how

occurs because for various reasons people want to collect some data in

order, to have tangible things to discuss and teach abotit.'. However, in
1 , ,

spite of,their reasons, I do not believethat realViogress can beinade in6

.

this area if we begin with the Quest& of how. Moreover, I believe that when
I : ' ' is .

.------=._..--

4

di

. . *.tt comet to the study of Bladk communication, it is a cultural bias that
I

\,

,-,

leads td the asking of questions concerning how befgre asking and

answering questions about what, whO, and L? This cultural bias iri part

mitems from the false assumption that Blacks in America are not culturallyt
.,,

I

different from whites, and differencei that diiexist are either failures i
. . 2

Ito become fully assimilated or innate differences on the parts of Blacks A.,,/
s._.

1

Ltihat'do'not permit them to become fully human. This cultural bia4 also
' - ,--4

- /

stems from a basic cultural difference in Black communication asi opposed
1

to scientific methods of inquiry. SpecifiCally, Black communication iS more

of a functlion of what, who and tr_.i as opposed to how. Black
. .

, communication never has 'content subservient to eorm, and the researcher

who begins with form is immediately on the trail of intercultural6cvrimunication difficulti QS* More will be said about this later. Before

t

)
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we proceed further with this matter, we must realize that even the what
-)

of Black communication is confusing for many.

There are those who talk about B1.4.ck communication and their'
u.

meaning of Black is derived frtorn the negative cowl. orations of the color

word in English; i.e. klull; bad, evil, illegal, etc. I hope that t veryone

can easily see how this meaning of Black would's imply leadto research

'intothe psychopathology of racists and' not provide enlightenment on the
A e_

communication of Black people. There 'are others who use the word'

Black' to refer to race. --;

I

C.
The use of Black in reference to a particular race 'pats the researcher

3

an a little safer ground than, when the reference is merely to the;nekative

connotations of the color word. However, the use of Black to refer to race

can only,,be used as a sign post since we have not conducted research that

demonstrates that the characteiistics of race.hove fundamental. effecis on
1,

.
the complex behavior of people. Slack,. used to refer to race, derives its

significance as...a sign post because of its correlation, which is far from
ilk..

', ?s. '
a one to one relationship, with the root ca`uses of behavioral differences

, . .. .

across cultures, i.e. the primary,assuMptions which make up o

attitude of mind. Only when we use Black to refer to a particul r attitude

of mind can wetruly -make progress in of lack communication.

Coming to grips with this Black attitude of mind is also what, for many

people-, makes the study of Black communication -e problem of intercultural'
.

communication. Accordingry, understanding .
the, Black attitude of mind,

,./
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constitutes one of the primar obstacles to research in Black commanthation.
q

. . . . ,
An attitude of mind can be equated with the concept of world view if

.
. , , .

-

one means by world view how one lives as opposed to one's intellectual

understanding of the world, i.e., a view of the-w orld. An attitude pf mind
..

.
is'made up of ,what might;be called primary assumptions, PAnlf-ary;

,.... i . .

assumptions are those first, religious, philosophical points that give birth

to a culture: Culture itself can be thought of as that organized patdt-e)n
ft

of behavior that is the functioh of an integrated set of primary,. r_ eligious;

philosophical assumptions. We'halke intercultural.communication situations
. .

when two or more people corh;together with different sees, of primary

assumptions. not the difference's in symbols that primarily account
4

for yktercultural d'fficuties. The symboti are merely- physical barriers..
r 1*

The primary assumptiiimswhich can be oveicdine with sufficient training
N. .

are psycholotical might,not haVe been overcome even

when the two or more people ate using the.same symbols since these:,

primary assumptions are intryiroveh inte.our whole

of ltiriltg. Vie problem for cohducting research in
75:

rocess

ack communicatiorri

0.....- -is. to asycertaln the primary assumptions, that make up.thft Black attitude-fs set . 4-.iii . ..
0 ,-.

of mind. 'Unless thtsps,.,done, the behavioratenanifestations of Black
i . .4 .

toinmunication cannot help but be dtstorted,by being evaluated in -terms of
./.....-

the primary assumptions it,(..the researcher. As a 'Jamaican friend 04 mine
- ... .....fr.. I. . ,....,.. -...

,

, "

Y - )
S. .

stated, in order to c.ofiduct research on a given group of people, "you
)

fi

mus:t learn to see as they see.and hear as..they he Pbtential, researcher,

4

t

-
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Black communication all too often assume that Blacks see as the researcher-C-
.

sees, and hear as the researcher hears, and thus the only problein in

studying Black communication is to decide on area priorities. In order

--- to clarify this point, .let us I-riefly consider how the primary assumptions

.of the academic stream of thought !night be incompatible with the primary. i,
7

assumptions that ineter Black communication.

VI

'1

One of the fundamental. differences ,between the academic stream of

.thought aka Blaiek 'c omrnunitationmight entlair eMeis understanding of cause

.and effect. By its emphasis on objectivity, quantification, empirical veri-
.

.may .\.

ftcation, etc., the acadepaic'stream of thought rhight lead one to- believe

-that the world of causation is quite -visible, " and therefore,. is capable of

visible verifications However, one of the 'primal assumptions of
the:Afr

ican

world view is that the invisible world constitutes thp World of causation ..

and the visible world merely constitutes the world ofeffects. With this

fundamental difference in primary assumptiontars hitercilltural, metho- ,

dological question is raised. How does .one develop- research methodologies, - \,..,,. 6,
-"k. that are in keeping the primary assampeion -that the invisible

.

subjective world is the world of causaUcin, and the objejetWe,..visible
.,.

empirical*wcrid islthe world of-Affect?. Peri;aps an illustratioa
T

.
...

.
i.-. t.

will suffice to poiht to the intgircultural methodological problems for
.- .-.- , ,

-e---- '
studying Black corrimunication. I

As was stated earlier, Black communication does-mot have content

subservient to form. However, so much of what the academic stream of

thotight is concerned With.is form. Coati der for example the commnnication
.
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process in the traditional Afroamerican church. Many scientifically oriented

researchers seem to be interested in classifying the various responses that

are made by members of the congregation, documenting the rate of responses,

. etc. 1owever, it is held here that the most in1Portant aspect of the
. .

/. . ..,
F communication process in the traditional Afroamerican church iiti the ,

. ;

invisible factor that gives rise tiathis antiphonal pattern. Thus, it is held.

th. z'a "Black" understanding of Black retigious communication must firSt

comt* grips with the rudiments of African religion, mythology, and folk:
. 4

alt of 'which are in contradiction tothe underpinnings of the academic

stream of thought..

A finaloillustratiol is-based upon Sidney Willhelm's di'scussion of

scientific objectivity and scientific r, arch. According to Willhetm,
. ..

\,_ . t ."Objectivity" fis perpaps the foremos) oxprelsion --
.

. of theyeCientific spirit; detachment, "a non - committal
-., attitude, ranks as the hallmark for scientific inquiry. 1

4
. .4. .,-

4 We can immediately see the j.nterctIltural problem of the scientificfli
; . i

attitude of objecti v`ey when one realizes that Black,comrnunication is_best
/

charpcteri 'zed by the opposites of the adjectiVek Used in describing the
--scientific metho4 Black,comtriu- nication is subjective as opposed to

'4.

objective. Black communication emphasizes personal involvement as

opposed to detachment. Black communication involves an attitude of,
if -

full commitment as Opposed to non - commitment. A second quote from

'1SidneyrWillhelm, "Veliskovskyis, Challenge to the Scientific
stablishment," Pensee, Volume 3, Number 1, Winter,_ 1973, p. 32.

4.
.4 .
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Willhelm might further deAe the problem that is being considered in this

paper.

. 4

... one is expected to be a professional in order to
implant objective scholainhip, and this can only
be atcomplishel by posing inquiries logically
ctonnected with established theories rather than coping
with anomalies discovered withiriphrOmiena.
Indeed, objectivity toward fact, cortipell Us to disguise
facts; we are obliged to distarece-eurselv s from the
realm of data selected for eicaminationt in order to avoid
any change of bias in scienti'c discovery. Objectivity;
then, moves us away from empirical validiition and _

into theory -- with the fatal flaw that we engage in
futile evaluation of rival hypothesis at the exiSense
of facts. The, professional scholar is one who is disturbed
and whose,curiosity'is aroused not by the incongruity
of evidence, but by formulation hypotheses drawn
from existing iheory.'2

With the above information in mind, one might be able to see

how the problem of studying Black, communication is even more

methodotogfcally confounded given the fact that existing communication

theory does-not tale into consideration the primary assumptions of the
t-

Afecan world view. .This, the methodological problems facing those

,interested in studying Black communication can be summed up as

I. 'Defiping Black in a way that is cOnststerof with an attitude
of mind.

2. Convincing potential researchers thnt Black' are not simply
a negtected,p4ulation that is eithef devoid of culture or:is
simply an incomplete form of theltdominanl" culture.

3. Developing research methodologies .thlt arebaied upon primary
assumptions that are the same as.the primary assumpyens that
support Black communication. .

2Ibid., p. 33.
V.
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